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If you've just obtained GTA 5 for free from the Epic Game Store and want to jump into GTA Online for the first time, be prepared for the big difference. GTA Online is a full multiplayer experience with almost seven years' much update. This is a big, complex game with an absolutely eye-wringing array of cars, businesses and activities to check out.
Importantly, you also share the world with up to 29 other players. GTA Online eats as much time as you want to put into it, with a deep progression system, loads of expensive properties to buy and tons of vehicles to collect. Over the years, we've spent quite a few hours on GTA Online but wanted to share advice on how beginners can play the game without
having a bad time. Hopefully you'll find this useful. Get used to the game to find some friends, raise your rank (image credit: rock star game) the key in GTA Online is to find friends that you can enjoy playing on a regular basis. This makes so many activities in the game easier, more advantageous and more fun. It is possible to play GTA Online Solo, but it's
half experience in many respects. When you start GTA Online, you will create a character, do a tutorial and be released to Los Santos. Epic's GTA 5 giveaway comes with the Criminal Enterprise Starter Pack, a bumper selection of collectibles to get you started with GTA Online. This will show you the number of free items, including a suite of weapons and
vehicles to use. The Rockstar game explains what comes with the pack here. However, if you play GTA Online long before this pack exists, you can't fully guarantee how this will affect the early part of the online experience. It also offers executive offices, gun running bunkers, biker gang hideouts, all of which offer a variety of ways to make more money from
the start. You can access the activities of each of these locations from a laptop in each building. Epic's free version of the GTA also takes about a week to show up on your account, but will provide you with a million dollars of in-game currency free of charge. I think we should spend that two hundred thousand dollars on an in-game apartment where you have
the ability to start a robbery, and we'll explain why below. In terms of aspirational rides, the Bazard military chopper is a good one to aim for. It costs 1.75 million dollars, so you need to save a little, but quickly get around the map and provide firepower from the sky. There's a reason why you want to increase your rank (i.e. level) faster when you start GTA
Online. To raise some rank, characters like Simeon and Lamar will contact you on missions via your phone and give you more ways to lock up versions of money and RP, GTA experience points. The purchase of weapons is also tied to your rank. For example, if you want to buy a micro SMG from an arms store,5 at the beginning. So it's worth trying to get
over these early levels quickly. GTA Online Robbery is a good way to make money and the most fun part of the game (image credit: rock star game) GTA has five robberies (including tutorial robbers) and if you are new to the game, you're thanks to yourself for checking them out. They're like the robbers in the main story of the GTA 5, with four players
joining one mission at the same time. They still represent the best GTA experience you can have in any game in the series. To access the robbery, you need to join the robbery of other players or host your own person to reach level 12 in the game. Importantly, you'll want three other friends to play robbery (you can match makeup, but it's unstable and you'll
pay for bonuses by playing all four robbers on the same crew). If you know others who grab the game for free and have a half decent PC, it's not too much challenge, hopefully. This is how you host a robbery. You can buy this by taking your phone out of the game, accessing your internet browser, and clicking on money and services. Dynasty 8 is an online
store that sells in-game apartments. The cheapest apartment with a robbery room is the 200,000-dollar Del Pero Heights, which is easily covered by rock stars with free money given in this version of the game. Again, to host a robbery, you must be ranked 12 or higher. To make sure everyone is up against these massive mission challenges, it's not a bad
idea for all players involved to reach at least rank 12. With the other three players of your crew, you can enter the robbery room in your new apartment and start these mission strands. Each robber is divided into separate set stages in the finale and receives a first bonus payment to finish them all (and another bonus to finish them in turn). Each robber has a
setup cost, and you can easily afford it if you don't blow away the free million dollar in-game currency at once. This setup is easily returned by completeing each one. When you get deeper into the game, you can think of taking on the apocalypse and the diamond casino robbery, but for now working on the basic robbery is all you need to worry about. The
higher the difficulty you get to repeat them, the greater the payment to you. If you're a solo player, robbery is a less reliable source of income, and you might want to try this excellent Reddit guide to playing GTA alone. 3. Don't worry about competitive mode unless they pay cash with double experience (image credit: rock star game) GTA Online has so many
online competitive modes (called hostile modes), but they are rarely as fun as working in the open world with friends. Still, there's a reason why you want toPlay them, especially if you are new to the game. Every week, rock stars usually highlight a specific adversay mode at twice the reward (but not this week because the double bonus is for gun running
sales missions). This will allow you to quickly raise your rank and make a bit of cash while you are participating. Find messages on your phone that invite you to Adversist mode and click on them to enter the matchmaking screen. Again, it's worth focusing on when your payment doubles. Don't burn yourself in PvP because it's not the best part of GTA Online,
some of the modes can be pretty fun but 4. You can deliver your car at any time (Image Credits: Rockstar Games) But this is far from the headline feature It's useful to know if you miss the game description of how it works. When you take your phone out, click on your contact mechanic name and call him, you can usually bring to you one of your saved
vehicles as soon as you walk from where you are standing. It's worth spending this countless hours saving time and knowing when you play GTA. 5. A stranger will try you and grieve, so passive mode (image credit: rock star) sadness is almost burned into the design of the GTA online. If you want to explore Los Santos where other players can't ruin it for
you, press 'M' on your keyboard to bring up what's called the interaction menu. From here, scroll down to passive mode and turn it on. This will stop you from shooting at you. Note, however, that the entire bundle of GTA Online activity must be played on the public server and turned off passive mode. Interrupting the fun of other players is a lifeline for GTA
Online, and you'll end up doing it yourself. When you find an empty server, that's why it is such a relief on those rare occasions, so you can make a little money without the threat of someone hitting you on an aerial mission. It's a temporary solution, but it won't irritate the act of exploring the world in the first hour of the game. Resist buying shark cards unless
you go deep into the game (Image Credits: Rockstar Games) ALL of GTA Online can be paid in in-game currency, but it takes time to make money in this game, especially if you want to buy some of the fantastic cars that cost millions of dollars in the game. Rockstar sells in-game currency in the form of shark cards, giving you a quick cash injection to get
what you want. But you don't need to buy these to have a good time with GTA Online. If you spend hours on GTA Online, you can justify spending little by little from time to time for the car, business or apartment you want, especially since you got the game for free from Epic. But in the end, buying a digital currency is unlikely to improve your experience in the
game unless you're playing it allFocus on fun activities (Image Credits: Future/Rockstar Games) When you start GTA Online, you can adjust to the new status quo. There's a lot to do on the map, so you're always pinging on new activities on your phone. Not all of the games are great, but you don't have to play everything to have a good time. Owning a
nightclub, for example, is not so much fun, even if the real DJ playing there is a cool touch. Owning a hangar is really neat, especially with some of the coolest customizable aircraft available, but it's a very expensive pursuit that shouldn't be your priority early on. Some of the cars you can buy look great, but it can take a few hours to earn enough currency to
unlock them. The robbers are clear outstanding in terms of the fun things of the real early games. Some of the different businesses you can buy have fun activities related to them depending on what they are (and this free version should give you a lot of business to sample), but there is also a hell of driving a lot from one side of the map to the other for many
of the in-game missions. Don't fall into a pattern that feels like you're stuck with grinding. Over the past few years, rock stars have become increasingly generous in handing out free GTA money just for a certain period of time. Earlier this year, it turned on the game twice in two weeks and gave just two million dollars. Keep an eye out for similar promotions on
The Rockstar Games social channel. They are not so regular, but usually happen several times a year, and if you are new to the game, you will have enough cash to make a serious difference. You can build these and buy the stupid car you really want. Rockstar is currently donating 500,000 dollars to all players who log in during May 2020. 2020.
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